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1 Introduction

This chapter examines artificial intelligence (AI, i.e., or mathematical models for 
representing computer problems and algorithms for finding solutions to these prob-
lems) and its impacts on an arms race (i.e., each nation is focused on self-interest in 
seeking an incremental gain over another for technological superiority of weapons) 
(Craig & Valeriano, 2016, p. 142). In the absence of cooperation, all nations are worse 
off than if they would be if they cooperated in some form. This chapter overviews 
how AI’s unique technological characteristics – including speed, scale, automation, 
and anonymity – could promote an arms race toward cyber singularity (i.e., a hypo-
thetical point where AI achieves Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), that surpasses 
human intelligence to become uncontrollable and irreversible) (Newman, 2019, p. 
8; Priyadarshini & Cotton, 2020). AI technological advancements have generated 
a good deal of attention about the AI arms race and its potential for producing 
revolutionary military applications. While the AI arms race has raised implications 
for cyber peace, a less studied issue is the potential impact on AGI development in 
cybersecurity, or cyber singularity. While there is some hype and a development 
time period toward cyber singularity, the results are generally viewed as negative or, 
at worst, destabilizing or even catastrophic for cyber peace.

Notwithstanding such limitations, there is still huge potential for the use of 
technological advancements in AI for civilian, consumer-focused applications, 
and for the inevitable advancements in nations’ military and security technologies. 
Economic competition for AI has already motivated its development and implemen-
tation by the private sector. This has contributed to the imbalance of the economic 
dominance by industrialized countries. Innovative companies and countries that 
focus on AI development may begin to monopolize AI knowledge and take the lead 
toward cyber singularity, which could thwart cyber peace. AI has also become an 
essential component of cybersecurity, as it has become a tool used by both attack-
ers and defenders alike (Roff, 2017). In the future, the more advanced form of AGI, 
or super technological intelligence, could develop its own understanding of the 
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world and react to it in a rapid and uncontrollable way without human involvement. 
Advancement toward cyber singularity could present new military capabilities, such 
as manipulation of data and overcoming other nations’ defenses, and transform 
interactions in cyber conflict. While is difficult to detect or measure the origination 
or proliferation of AI in cybersecurity, whatever possible cooperation among nations 
that can be promoted is certainly worth exploring. Thus, this chapter explores how 
shared governance through talent mobilization in the form of a global AI service 
corps can offset the negative impact of nation-states’ economic competition to 
develop AGI.

2 Background and Characterization of AI

The definition of AI varies in context and is a moving target as technology con-
tinues to advance (Lemley & Case, 2020, p. 1). The term AI is meant to refer to 
computer programs that perform mathematically oriented tasks that were generally 
assumed to require human intelligence (Lefkowitz, 2019). AI can take a variety of 
forms including logical inference (a form of deduction) and statistical inference (of 
form of induction or prediction) (Eldred, 2019). Such mathematical techniques are 
becoming more powerful because of the availability and use of large datasets, easy 
access to powerful and inexpensive computing resources, and the ability to run new 
algorithms and solve complex problems using massive parallel computing resources 
(Firth-Butterfield & Chae, 2018, p. 5; Daly, 2019). Another way to look at the cur-
rent state of AI is that it has become cheaper and easier to utilize its techniques 
with more speed, scale, and automation than ever before. Moreover, the platforms 
of collecting, using, and solving relationships in data can be done anonymously, 
which presents opportunities for exploitation of consumers in business and nations 
in cyber conflict.

Technological advancements have always played a crucial role in the context of 
conflict and peace (Roff, 2016, p. 15). The introduction of information technology 
presented opportunities to create, move, and process data in ways never seen before, 
leaving nations with the power to control, defend, secure, and weaponize data. AI 
performs these tasks better, faster, and with more anonymity than humans, and 
outperforms ordinary computers and networked systems.

The information technology sophistication of AI allows for disguised and stealth 
measures, provides for more effective and contextualized threats, and has the poten-
tial for amplified human cognitive capabilities in the form of cyber singularity over 
time (Priyadarshini & Cotton, 2020). Many characteristics of information technol-
ogy – including its ability to involve multiple actors, attribute challenges, and pro-
liferate across borders – present unprecedented challenges for AI in cyber peace 
(Geers, 2011, p. 94). Information technology warfare and protection measures in 
the modern day present unique considerations for AI compared to prior means and 
methods. In this vein, AI-based information technologies related to cyber peace fall  
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into three primary classifications: (1) information attacks; (2) information anonymity; 
and (3) information attribution (Reuter, 2020, p. 16, 24–5, 113–14, 117, 279–81). A new 
classification of manipulation or change by AI, which is increasingly becoming ubiq-
uitous, presents new opportunities for the integration of multiple stakeholder input.

With AI, nations can analyze patterns and learn from them to conduct cyberat-
tacks (i.e., offensive capabilities of AI) and also use these patterns prevent cyberat-
tacks (i.e., defensive capabilities of AI) in more advanced mechanisms than current 
capabilities. The state of the art AI already allows for discovering of hidden patterns 
in data and automating and scaling mathematical techniques with data to make 
predictions (Coglianese & Lehr, 2018, pp. 14–15).

The path toward AGI is especially attractive insofar as it will not seem to require 
human intervention and will control the information infrastructure in cyber con-
flicts (Burton & Soare, 2019, pp. 5–6). As the tools, techniques, and software become 
increasingly intelligent, AI will have greater role in cyber conflict and cyber peace. 
To assess this path toward AGI and its implications for shared governance, an 
 overview of information security technology and AI’s role in information security is 
 necessary as a preliminary matter.

2.1 Information Security Overview

The stakes in our national information security debate are high. Information secu-
rity refers to the hybrid scientific and legal inquiry into defending against all possible 
third-party attackers and the legal consequences that arise when they cannot. The 
purpose of information security is to develop and provide technological solutions 
to prevent the potential for cyberattacks and to minimize the interstate insecurity 
caused by information technologies (Libicki, 2009, pp. 12–13). Information secu-
rity technologies have a crucial impact on AI’s role in cyber peace, and therefore, 
it is necessary to have a proper understanding of what these concepts mean and 
how they may accelerate or decelerate concerns for a path toward a sustainable and 
secure cyber peace.

Information security is a capricious concept with varying definitions in the legal 
and policy realms, but it has a more concrete meaning in computer science and 
technological realms (Reuter, 2020, pp. 17–18). In a technological sense, the cyber 
world of computerized networks where information technologies are relevant have 
three layers: (1) a physical layer of infrastructure (including integrated circuits, 
processors, storage devices, and optical fibers); (2) a software logic layer (including 
computer programs and stored information that is subject to processing); and (3) a 
data layer, for which a machine contains and creates information (Tabansky, 2011, 
p. 77). In order to analyze the relevance of information technology, particularly 
AI, and its role in cyber peace, it is necessary to understand how these concepts 
relate to technology characteristics. While conflicts among nations can be carried 
out in different domains, such as land, sea, air, and space, conflict with the use of 
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information technology infrastructure has the following peculiar characteristics for 
security implications: (1) many actors can be involved; (2) the identity of the security 
threat may be unknown due to the challenge of attribution; (3) international prolif-
eration; and (4) its dual-use nature that can be exploited in a variety of ways (Reuter, 
2020, pp. 12–13). These characteristics are accounted for in the various defensive and 
offensive uses of information technology, as subsequently shown.

2.2 Defensive Information Security Measures

Defensive protection measures allow for proactive ways to detect and obtain infor-
mation regarding cyberattacks or intrusion (Chesney, 2020, p. 3). Defending against 
cyberattackers entails the use of software tools that obfuscate or obscure cyberat-
tackers’ efforts (Andress & Winterfeld, 2011, p. 113). A major goal of defensive cyber 
protection is to prevent critical infrastructure damage which would generate large 
spillover effects in the wider economy. The defensive cyber protection approach 
seeks to: (i) minimize unauthorized access, disruption, manipulation, and damage 
to computers and (ii) mitigate the harm when such malicious activity occurs to 
computers. In so doing, information security seeks to preserve the confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability of information (Tabansky, 2011, p. 81).

Approaches fall into two general categories: proactive measures (also known as 
preventative techniques, which can block efforts to reach a vulnerable system via 
firewalls, access controls, and cryptographic protection) and deterrence measures 
(that increases the effort needed by an adversary, and includes many types of secu-
rity controls) (Ledner et al., 2009, pp. 6–7, 9–10). In either approach, the goal is to 
prevent unauthorized access to a computer system by the use of technological meth-
ods to identify an unauthorized intrusion, locate the source of the problem, assess 
the damage, prevent the spread of the damage, and reconstruct damaged data and 
computers (Reuter, 2020, pp. 22, 280–283). Deterrence, mitigation, and preventative 
strikes with the use of information technology include application security, attack 
detection and prevention, authorization and access control, authentication and 
identification, logging, data backup, network security, and secure mobile gateways.

2.3 Offensive Information Security Measures

While defensive measures and technology can deter and mitigate the consequences 
of unauthorized access of computers and networks, limiting unauthorized access 
may not achieve cyber policy goals. Offensive measures, which are considered law-
ful but unauthorized, refer to penetrating or interfering with another system and can 
include mechanisms that allow for impersonation of trusted users and faster attacks 
with more effective consequences (Dixon & Eagan, 2019). Such offensive measures 
are one of many ways that nations can utilize cyber power to destroy or disable an 
adversary’s infrastructure (Voo et al., 2020). Nations seek to achieve cybersecurity 
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in order to bend the other side’s will or to manage the limiting the scope of the 
other side’s efforts, and can do so, via deliberate provocation or through escalation 
via offensive measures or cyberattacks (Jensen, 2009, pp. 1536–1538). A common 
mechanism for cyberattacks is a computer network attack, wherein actions are taken 
through the use of information technology and computer networks to disrupt, deny, 
degrade, or destroy information on computers and networks, and can electronically 
render useless systems and infrastructures (Andress & Winterfeld, 2011, pp. 110–113).

The increasing power of computers, proliferation of data, and advancements in 
software for AI capabilities presents many new applications of offensive measures. 
To demonstrate that AI is a rapidly growing field with potentially significant impli-
cations for cyber peace, several technological examples are provided to show the 
direct or indirect impact of such technological advancement on the need for shared 
governance of a global service AI corps.

Attack means and methods include malware, ransomware, social engineering, 
advanced persistent threats, spam, botnets, distributed denial of service, drive-by-
exploits and exploit kits, identity theft, and side channel attacks. Such cyberattacks 
include the intrusion of the digital device with some sort of malware that initiates 
the communication between the attacking computing and the intruded device. 
The reasons for initiating such offensive measures include preventing authorized 
users from accessing a computer or information service (termed a denial-of-service 
attack) destroying computer-controlled machinery, or destroying or altering critical 
data and, in doing so, can affect artifacts connected to systems and networks (such 
as cyber-physical devices, including generators, radar systems, and physical control 
devices for airplanes, cars, and chemical manufacturing plants). Cyberattack mech-
anisms include the use of malware installation (sometimes combined with disrup-
tive code and logic bombs), creation of botnets (that refer to a group of infected 
and controlled machines that send automated and senseless reports to a target com-
puter), and installation of ransomware (that encrypts a device) (Reuter, 2020, pp. 
16, 24–5, 113–14, 117, 140, 279–81). Malware refers to malicious software, which can 
attack, intrude, spy on, or manipulate computers. Botnets are made up of vast num-
bers of compromised computers that have been infected with malicious code and 
can be remotely controlled through Internet-based commands. Ransomware refers 
to malicious software that is installed on a computer, network, or service for extor-
tion purposes, by encrypting the victim’s data or systems and making them unread-
able such that the victim has to submit a monetary payment for decrypting files or 
regaining access.

2.4 Information Security Linkage to Artificial Intelligence

Technological development, particularly in the rapidly developing informa-
tion technology realm, plays a crucial role in questions regarding cyber peace. 
Information technology is becoming omnipresent in the cases of resilience and of 
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managing cyber conflicts. As the interdisciplinary field of cyber peace links more 
with technology, it is crucial to consider the ways that information technology 
assists and supports peace processes, as well as be cognizant of ways it can be a 
detriment.

Ever since information technology has created, moved, and processed data, the 
security of the data encountered challenges with policy and conflict resolution. In 
recent years, as advancements in information technology have increased connectiv-
ity, collaboration, and intelligence, these issues have become even more important. 
Information technology concerns information sharing and deterrence and impli-
cates security concerns. As such, information technology security involves the pres-
ervation of confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity, accountability, and 
reliability. Relatedly, information technology can manipulate and anonymize data, 
and this feature can be used for a cyberattack (Gisel & Olejnik, 2008, pp. 14–17). 
The implication of this capability is attribution challenges. Attribution refers to the 
allocation of a cyberattack to a certain attacker toward providing real-world evidence 
for unveiling the identity of the attacker. AI makes it easier to identify or attribute a 
cyberattacker since it analyzes significantly higher number of attack indicators and 
discovers patterns (Payne, 2018).

AI is poised to revolutionize cyber technological use in cyber peace, by providing 
faster, more precise, and more disruptive and anomalous capabilities (Stevens, 2020, 
pp. 1, 3, 4). AI can analyze data and trends to identify potential cyberattacks and 
provide offensive countermeasures to such attacks (Padrón & Ojeda-Castro, 2017, 
p. 4208). Moreover, AI presents the most powerful defensive capability in cyberse-
curity (Haney, 2020, p. 3). While AI presents new technological capabilities to cyber 
conflict, it raises new considerations of what it might mean for human control, or 
lack thereof, and how it may help or hinder risks (Burton & Soare, 2019, pp. 3–4). 
AI capabilities can undermine data integrity and present stealthy attacks that cause 
trust in organizations to falter and lead to systemic failures (Congressional Research 
Service, 2020, Summary). Nations could use AI to penetrate another nation’s com-
puters or networks for the purposes of causing damage or disruption through manip-
ulation and change (Taddeo & Floridi, 2018, pp. 1–2).

From an offensive standpoint, AI presents new considerations for cyber conflict, 
such as new manipulation or change capabilities that can allow for expert com-
promise of computer systems with minimal detection (Burton & Soare, 2019, pp. 
9–10). Adversarial AI impacts cyber conflict in three ways, including impersonation 
of trusted users, blending in the background by disguise and spreading itself in the 
digital environment, and faster attacks with more effective consequences. These 
capabilities provide motivation for the “defend forward” strategy of a preemptive 
instead of a reactive response to cyberattacks (Kosseff, 2019, p. 3).

Additionally, AI makes deterrence possible since its algorithms can identify and 
neutralize the source without necessarily identifying the actor behind it, which 
makes it easier to thwart attacks. AI capabilities allow for going to the forefront of 
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the cause or the conflict to analyze data and trends to identify potential attacks and 
provide countermeasures to such attacks.

3 Path toward AGI and Implications for Cyber Singularity

The technological development and advancement of AI presents challenges and 
lessons for governance frameworks. Social science research has been applied toward 
addressing governance gaps with AI, including polycentric governance and the 
resulting implications for policymakers (Shackelford & Dockery, 2019, pp. 6–7; 
Shackelford, 2014, pp. 2, 4–5).

There is no single definition of AGI, but the general consensus is that AGI refers 
to machines gaining intelligence that is greater than that of humans (Payne, 2018). 
When AGI is applied to cybersecurity, it has been termed cyber singularity, which 
presents superintelligence and amplification of human cognitive capabilities in 
cyberspace. The path toward AGI involves advancements in the form of a tech-
nological tool in a classical scenario and in the application of such a tool in novel 
situations.

The race to AGI involves the development of tools (mathematical techniques 
and software) used in classical cyber offense and cyber defense scenarios, but with 
increasing intelligence (Burton & Soare, 2019, pp. 5–6). These represent technologi-
cal attacks on computer networks, data, and infrastructure. While achieving AGI 
is a futuristic concept, advancements in sensory perception and natural language 
understanding will help transform AI into AGI and present new offensive and defen-
sive capabilities in cyber peace. The offensive capabilities of AGI could involve sabo-
taging data, masking and hiding it being a cyberattack, and engaging in changing 
behaviors and contextualizing its threats. The defensive capabilities of AGI could 
involve automatically scanning for vulnerabilities in computer networks, gathering 
intelligence through the scanning of computer systems, and improving existing soft-
ware and scripts. In both the offensive and defensive realm, AGI could manipulate 
humans or detect when humans were being manipulated and respond accordingly. 
Similar to an advanced form of psychological manipulation of behavioral advertis-
ing, AGI could conduct sophisticated manipulation of human decision-making in 
the midst of a cyber conflict and, in doing so, could amplify points of attack, coor-
dinate resources, or stage attacks at scale (National Science & Technology Council, 
2020, p. 7).

The race toward AGI also involves application of such tools in novel forms per-
taining to cybersecurity (Geist, 2016; Cave & ÓhÉigeartaigh, 2018). In additional to 
technological attacks on computer networks, data, and infrastructure, AGI could be 
applied to psychological manipulation in society to shape information in the politi-
cal realm, the Internet, and social media with national cybersecurity implications. 
In the context of cybersecurity, AGI, as applied to manipulation of people with 
societal impact, includes shaping public understanding and political action that 
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impacts national cybersecurity policy. Unlike the scenario of AGI as a technological 
tool, in a related manner, AGI as socio-political manipulator can provide an auto-
mated mass deception or mass data collection that implicates national cybersecurity 
and global perspectives. While not as direct an impact as a technological attack on 
computer networks, data, and infrastructure, this form of AGI provides manipula-
tive messaging and interference in media, politics, and the public sphere, akin to 
the profiling and data analysis methods implemented in the Cambridge Analytica 
scandal.

In addition to the advancement of AI toward AGI for use as a technological tool, 
and its application to shape the socio-political information realm, AGI technologi-
cal advancement in the form of cyber singularity would necessitate transformation 
of warfare approaches (Ivey, 2020, p. 110; O’Hanlon, 2018). Cyber singularity, or the 
hypothetical point of AGI, becomes uncontrollable and irreversible in the cyber-
security realm and implicates international initiatives and policies (Priyadarshini 
& Cotton, 2020). The literal interpretation of cyber singularity concerns targeting 
weapons advancement with an offset strategy, or achieving technological superior-
ity for deterrence effects. Similar to past offset strategies with nuclear weapons and 
information surveillance and stealth weapons, AGI for cyber singularity represents 
the next offset strategy. The strategic development and use of modern algorithms, 
data, and information on computer networks in the path toward AGI is critical in 
the AI arms race. In this sense, the world is at a critical stage in the strategic use of 
data and control of information on computer networks. As nations seek AGI capa-
bilities in the AI arms race, policies that promote its development are of critical 
importance. A shared governance approach in some form should consider ways to 
offset the negative impact of nation-states’ economic competition to develop AGI.

4 Shared Governance of a Global Service AI Corps

The idea about the path toward AGI and implications of cyber singularity is that 
it might be possible to create a computational machine that vastly outperforms 
humans in cognitive areas of cybersecurity. Whereas current state of the art AI 
can apply to limited cybersecurity domains, AGI could also learn and expand into 
more cyber domains. The potential for AGI is speculative and the idea of cyber 
singularity is fuzzy since it is unclear what technologies are necessary for its realiza-
tion. Thus, with an unclear understanding of the likelihood and function of cyber 
singularity, the technological development pathway raises a host of questions. By 
contrast, nations could foreseeably control governance strategies in relation to AGI. 
One potential option – that this chapter prescribes – is directing talent and human 
resources toward cooperation.

Nations that direct human capital resources in this way would allow for exerting 
control of human behavior in the arms race toward AGI and implications toward cyber 
singularity. Currently, there is a “brain drain” of AI talent that is largely employed 
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by the private sector (Andress & Winterfeld, 2011, p. 248; Congressional Research 
Service, 2009, p. 22). A commission that recruits, develops, and retains AI talent, such 
as in the form of a reserve corps, could help to equalize the playing field in the AI 
arms race and transform governance away from state-centric approaches to AI. The 
facilitation of early global coordination among multiple stakeholders with common 
interests and sharing of best practices could prevent global catastrophic cybersecurity 
risks (Newman, 2019, p. 4). Such a multistakeholder policy toward AI development 
represents a system flexible enough to adapt to new challenges and realities in a global 
system and toward cyber peace, potentially even forming the backbone of a Cyber 
Peace Corps (Shackelford, 2017). Given that AI technological development toward 
AGI has been under the purview of nations, the solution to the problem of an AI arms 
race toward cyber singularity needs to be rooted through multilateral networks.

The AI arms race has largely been framed by its economic impact rather than 
in shared governance structures. As a result, industrialized countries with strong 
software industries have continued to develop AI tools that have skewed the AI arms 
race. As AI and data implicate economic wealth and political influence, cyber peace 
policy conversations will need to consider the role and advancement of AI. The 
greatest threat to and the greatest opportunity for cyber peace could be AI technol-
ogy, rather than other forces in the nations themselves.
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